Initial evaluation and management of wide-complex tachycardia: A simplified and practical approach
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1. Introduction

Sustained wide-complex tachycardia (WCT), that is, WCT recorded in a 12-lead electrocardiogram (ECG), is a common presentation in the emergency department and in other acute-care settings. The differential diagnosis includes ventricular tachycardia (VT) and supraventricular tachycardia (SVT), including atrial fibrillation, with aberrant intraventricular conduction. Aberrant conduction of SVT comprises right bundle branch block (RBBB), left bundle branch block (LBBB), non-specific intraventricular conduction block and ventricular preexcitation as seen in the Wolff-Parkinson-White (WPW) syndrome [1,2]. Under specific clinical circumstances, metabolic abnormalities such as severe hyperkalemia or sodium-channel blocker toxicity may also manifest as WCT in the ECG [3]. As the treatment of the listed conditions is vastly different, reaching a quick and accurate diagnosis is paramount. Several studies have shown that diagnostic aids such as WCT algorithms perform poorly at the bedside with resultant misdiagnosis, mismanagement and potential harm to the patient [1,4,5]. The purpose of this review is to provide the clinician with a simple, clinically-oriented method that does not require sophisticated knowledge of the ECG or recollection of complex guidelines and algorithms. Fig. 1 summarizes our approach to the diagnosis and management of the adult emergency department patient with stable WCT.

2. Is the tachycardia regular or irregular?

This should be a relatively easy distinction which only requires a brief review of the ECG. Even irregular tachycardias have regular portions but if there are any obvious irregular segments, the WCT should be considered to be irregular. It is important to understand that the faster the heart rate, the less irregularity one can expect. In less than obvious cases, the use of a caliper is encouraged for the assessment of regularity vs. irregularity.

3. Regular wide-complex tachycardia

3.1. Clinical likelihoods

Although estimations vary regarding the percentage of patients with regular WCT having SVT or VT, it is generally believed that approximately 80% of all regular WCTs are VT [2,6-12]. Most studies that established this high likelihood of VT, however, were done at cardiology referral centers. Unfortunately, there are no prospective studies on WCT cases in the emergency department setting where the percentage of patients with VT is probably lower. Nevertheless, most experts believe that in patients with structural heart disease, a history of myocardial infarction, angina or systolic heart failure, the majority of WCT cases are VT (Fig. 1) [1,2,6-12]. It is important to recognize that WCT algorithms are too complex to be easily recalled by the acute care provider [13-15]. In addition, their accuracy in the real-life setting ranges from 60 to 75% [7,16-19].
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support (ACLS) guidelines, appropriately, do not recommend the use of WCT algorithms [20].

3.2. Electrocardiographic diagnosis

Based on the listed clinical likelihoods, the default diagnosis of WCT should be “probable VT until proven otherwise [1,9].” Simple ECG observations can further increase the probability of VT (Fig. 1). If an inconsistent P-QRS relationship is present such as in atrioventricular (AV) dissociation, the WCT is almost certainly VT [1,9,10,21]. In our experience, approximately half of the cases of VT demonstrate visible AV dissociation. It is always useful to spend one or two minutes with the help of a caliper to find sharp “notches” indicative of P waves in one of the rhythm strips as proof of an inconsistent P-QRS relationship (Figs. 2–4). If AV dissociation cannot be ascertained, a simple QRS morphological sign will still make the diagnosis of VT very likely: the presence of
QRS concordance in the chest leads (i.e., in all six chest leads the QRS complexes go in the same direction, either up or down) (Fig. 2). A negative QRS concordance almost always signifies VT (Fig. 1) [1,10,21,22]. During WCT, one can occasionally detect the presence of QRS complexes that are narrower and have a more normal morphology than that of the wide-QRS beats. These are fusion beats. Fusion beats denote ventricular activation from two separate sites. In regular WCT, fusion beats are essentially diagnostic of VT as they reflect simultaneous ventricular activation from a ventricular site (the VT) and from conducted atrial impulses (Fig. 4) [23].

3.3. Clinical and ECG traps to avoid

A common clinical trap that frequently results in misdiagnosis is automatically adopting a previous clinician’s false diagnosis (cognitive...
3.4. Therapy

If SVT is suspected, as in the scenario discussed above, conversion with intravenous (IV) adenosine strongly supports that assessment (Fig. 1) [24]. If rapid IV push of an appropriate dose of adenosine does not terminate the WCT, it should be considered to be probable VT (Fig. 4) [25]. In questionable cases the use of IV adenosine can be very helpful: if the cause of WCT is uncertain, it can help define the correct diagnosis, and if the diagnosis turns out to be SVT, then adenosine is actually the most appropriate treatment of choice. It should be noted that a small percentage of VTs can also be converted with adenosine, so while this medication can be useful diagnostically, a successful application of adenosine does not completely exclude VT [26]. From the perspective of the acute care provider, however, the most important fact is that the tachycardia terminated. Moreover, the use of IV adenosine in WCT has been shown to be safe, regardless of SVT or VT [26].

In WCT that is presumed to be VT (and this is the vast majority of cases), patients who appear to be unstable should undergo direct current electric cardioversion. Electric cardioversion is also a reasonable first line treatment for stable patients with WCT, especially when the heart rate is very fast or when bedside echocardiography identifies poor left ventricular systolic function (Fig. 1). As we will see, pharmacologic cardioversion takes time, whereas electric cardioversion can be applied almost immediately. Also, the success rate of electrical cardioversion for stable VT is approximately 95%, much higher than the success rate of pharmacological cardioversion [27]. For sedation, etomidate or propofol are the preferred agents (Fig. 1) [28]. The recommended energy for cardioversion in regular WCT is 100 joules, regardless of monophasic or biphasic shock (Fig. 1) [20].

In clinically stable patients with WCT, ACLS allows one attempt at pharmacologic cardioversion. Outside of the acute myocardial infarction setting, lidocaine is one of the least effective agents for conversion of VT. In contrast to widespread beliefs, IV procainamide is both more effective and is safer than IV amiodarone for the acute conversion of VT (Fig. 1) [25,29]. In a recent double-blind randomized trial, IV procainamide at a dose of 10 mg/kg given over 20 min (a dose that is lower than typically used in the United States) converted approximately two thirds of WCTs, whereas IV amiodarone administered as 5 mg/kg over 20 min (a dose higher than typically used in the United States) only converted one third of the tachycardias [25]. Major cardiovascular side effects were much less common with procainamide than with amiodarone [25]. Of note, IV procainamide is the only agent that carries a class IIa indication for the pharmacologic conversion of VT. As such, in the ACLS guidelines IV procainamide is listed ahead of IV amiodarone [20]. On the other hand, IV amiodarone is the most effective agent in preventing recurrences of VT, and therefore, its use in repetitive VT is appropriate [20]. Frequently, IV procainamide is used for the termination of VT, followed by IV amiodarone for the prevention of recurrence. The safety of administering procainamide and amiodarone in sequence, however, has not been clearly established.

4. Irregular wide-complex tachycardia

4.1. Clinical-electrocardiographic diagnosis

In contrast to regular WCTs, sustained irregular WCT is almost never VT (Fig. 1). Here, the default diagnosis should be atrial fibrillation (AF) with bundle branch block, nonspecific intraventricular conduction block or ventricular preexcitation, the Wolff-Parkinson-White syndrome. AF with bundle branch block is the likely diagnosis when the ventricular rate is approximately 120–160 bpm and the QRS morphology is consistent with RBBB or LBBB (Fig. 1). AF with ventricular preexcitation should be considered when the ventricular rate is excessive (e.g., ≥180 bpm) and the QRS morphology is bizarre (Figs. 1 and 5). This scenario is frequently called “FBI” for fast, broad-complex and irregular [30]. However, AF with bundle branch block is also fast, broad-complex and irregular. The abbreviation FBI can be kept but it should stand for fast, bizarre and irregular. The term “pseudoventricular tachycardia” is also appropriate because the QRS morphology usually looks like VT but the irregular rhythm suggests that it is not VT (Fig. 5). In irregular WCT, fusion complexes reflect ventricular activation through the AV node and, simultaneously, through an accessory pathway and therefore are diagnostic of AF with WPW (Fig. 5).

With irregular WCTs too, the clinical presentation is important. AF with bundle branch block is more likely in elderly patients and in patients with structural heart disease. AF with ventricular preexcitation is more common in patients without structural heart disease (Fig. 5). With irregular WCT, however, the clinical context is less predictive of the cause of the tachycardia than in regular WCT. Hence, the ECG characteristics are more important in distinguishing AF with bundle branch block vs. AF with ventricular preexcitation (Fig. 1).

Sustained irregular ventricular tachycardia is rare. Ventricular tachycardia as the cause of an irregular WCT should be suspected in elderly patients with structural heart disease when the QRS morphology is bizarre but the ventricular rate is relatively slow such as 120 bpm. In such cases, as in regular WCT, it is useful to search for signs of AV dissociation which would nail down the diagnosis of VT.

4.2. Therapy

AF with bundle branch block should be treated according to atrial fibrillation guidelines. The initial step should be ventricular rate control with IV diltiazem or beta blocker (Fig. 1) [20]. If AF with WPW is suspected, the most important decision is to avoid AV nodal blocking agents such as IV adenosine, verapamil, diltiazem, beta blockers and digoxin (Fig. 1). The use of IV amiodarone can also be detrimental [31]. As is the case with regular WCT, here too electric cardioversion is a reasonable initial treatment option, especially if the heart rate is very fast or the patient has poor left ventricular systolic function (Fig. 1). After sedation with etomidate or propofol, monophasic shock should be delivered at 200 joules and biphasic shock at 120–200 joules [20]. If pharmacologic therapy is chosen, the first line agent should be IV procainamide which can suppress conduction through the accessory pathway (Fig. 1). IV ibutilide or, in very stable patients, oral flecainide or propafenon can also be used.

5. Applicability and limitations

This review is only applicable to the adult patient who presents with clinically stable monomorphic WCT. It was not our purpose to elaborate on the evaluation and management of polymorphic VT, pulseless WCT or electrical storm. Our approach is primarily intended for care
delivered in the emergency department by emergency medicine practitioners (EMPs). This approach may be preferable in this setting to ACLS guidelines given that (1) acute management of arrhythmias should be an area of relative expertise for EMPS and (2) by definition, stable arrhythmia will allow for the minimal time required to collect such history as demographics and prior cardiovascular conditions. It is uncertain if our recommendations lend themselves to settings other than the emergency department as, for instance, in an intensive care unit where the proportions outlined here for regular WCT (i.e., 80% of regular WCT is VT) may not apply.

The presented approach does not cover rare forms of WCT such as WPW with antidromic reentrant supraventricular tachycardia or regular pre-excited atrial tachycardia [32-34]. These diagnoses, however, are almost never made at the initial clinical encounter. In addition, such conditions typically present with regular WCT resembling VT, and the use of IV procainamide is appropriate.

Our approach to the initial evaluation and management of stable WCT has not been systematically tested for accuracy and patient outcomes. It would be useful to perform a prospective study in the real-life setting to test what proportion of WCT ECGs will still be ambiguous after evaluation as illustrated in Fig. 1, and to track the outcomes of patients who were managed according to the described approach.

6. Summary

In cases of WCT, the ECG should never be evaluated without consideration of the clinical context. Regular WCT in elderly patients and in patients with structural heart disease is almost always VT. Demonstration of an inconsistent P-QRS relationship essentially confirms the diagnosis of VT. If the rate is very fast or the patient has poor left ventricular systolic function, electric cardioversion should probably be performed. If the ventricular rate is not excessive and the tachycardia is tolerated, treat it with IV procainamide. Patients with any type of WCT that causes clinical or hemodynamic instability should undergo immediate electric cardioversion.
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